
pus Range that overlooks these glaciers as well as
Hart, Goodspeed, and Conrow glaciers. Long-term
studies of slope processes were begun for extensive
parts of Taylor Valley seaward from Taylor Gla-
cier, including Hughes, La-Croix, and Suess gla-
ciers, as well as rock glaciers between Suess and
Canada glaciers. The present phototheodolite sur-
vey system thus covers all types of glaciers and
slope processes typical of the dry valleys.

All technical information concerning these sur-
veys (about 30 stations) will be provided to inter-
ested glaciologists in the United States and in the
Soviet Union.

Field logistics support for this project was made
possible by the National Science Foundation, with
other support, including phototheodolite equip-
ment (Laboratory of Snow Avalanches and Mud-
flows) from Moscow State University. I heartily
acknowledge the generosity of the U.S. Antarctic
Research Program, including U.S. Navy Antarctic
Development Squadron Six (vxE-6), in providing
field assistance for this research.

Topographic mapping
field operations

W. R. MACDONALD
Topographic Division

U.S. Geological Survey
Reston, Virginia 22092

During the 1975-1976 austral summer, U.S.
Geological Survey (usGs) engineers were in Ant-
arctica for the 19th consecutive year to participate
in U.S. Antarctic Research Program (USARP) geo-
physical and glaciological studies and to establish
geodetic positions for mapping. Two projects were
planned: (1) the continuation of geoceiver- derived
position support for the Ross Ice Shelf Project
(RI5P), and (2) ajoint project with the British Ant-
arctic Survey (BAS) to establish positions along an
airplane-supported geoceiver traverse over a vast
area along the Antarctic Peninsula and eastern Ells-
worth Land. Also, two 1975 austral winter projects
continued at Amundsen-Scott South Pole (United
States) and Casey (Australia) stations.

Although reduced Lc-130 airplane support forced

cancellation of Melvin Y. Ellis' RISP assignment, he
was able to conduct a second assignment—a mirror-
flash experiment in reflecting the sun's rays into a
multispectral scanner aboard the Landsat satellite
at the time of an overpass and saturate one to four
pixels (80 by 60 meters each). The result is a Land-
sat image in which the location of the mirror con-
trasts sharply with the surrounding area, and the
point thereby is targeted. If the mirror is set up on
a point whose position has been established by
doppler observations and the flash is recorded, the
result is a photographic image of a ground control
point (a fundamental requirement for map com-
pilation). In Antarctica, where vast expanses of ice
and snow are without identifiable features, a means
of targeting ground positions is highly useful. Two
experiments were planned: one at Hut Point near
McMurdo Station, and the other at the RISP base
near Roosevelt Island. Although targeting of Land-
sat images had been successful at the USGS National
Center in Reston, Virginia, circumstances pre-
vented success in Antarctica this season. Lack of
air support caused cancellation of the January 1976
experiments, and clouds obscured the target area
in November 1975. Another attempt at mirror
flashing, however, is planned for the 1976-1977
field season.

The major USGS summer operation last season
was an internationally cooperative project between
BAS and USARP in the Antarctic Peninsula-Ells-
worth Mountains area, a region of mutual mapping
interest. The project was designed to maximize the
USARP and BAS resources to accomplish the com-
mon goals of (1) tying various independent sur-
vey nets together on a common datum, and (2)
providing control for present and future conven-
tional maps and Landsat mosaics. The USGS pro-
vided scientific equipment, data preparation and
analysis, and two engineers who were both cross-
trained and experienced in geoceiver observations
and conventional field surveys; BAS supplied ex-
tensive logistics support, including accommoda-
tions and supplies from Adelaide Island, airplane
(Twin Otter) and ship transportation, and support
personnel.

The first air sortie left Adelaide Island on 13
January 1976, the day after the USGS engineers
arrived from South America aboard RRSJohnBiscoe.
Expedition members were James W. Schoonmaker,
Jr., and Karl W. Gatson (USGs), Geoff Renner (BAS
geophysicist), and Giles Kershaw (pilot). Flying to
preselected sites and landing as close to them as
possible, the team simultaneously set up an emer-
gency camp and the geoceiver. When possible, the
geoceiver antenna position was transferred by con-
ventional surveying to the appropriate point.
During 9 days, 12 stations were occupied. Two
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occupations were extended to provide data for
tying the USGS Lassiter Coast traverses of 1970-
1971 and 1971-1972 into the worldwide datum.
The expedition returned to Adelaide on 21 Jan-
uary. Although airplane repairs and scheduling
forced a slowdown, the team established a station
at Argentina's Marambio base during 31 January to
4 February.

On 7 February the four-person team left Ade-
laide Island for the 570-nautical-mile flight to Siple
Station. Although the station was closed for the
winter, the National Science Foundation gave per-
mission to use the emergency camp as a staging
base for flights into the Ellsworth Mountains. Being
far from BAS bases, these flights depended on U.S.
fuel supplies cached at Siple. After opening the
emergency camp, part of the team flew south to the
Ellsworth Mountains, tying the 1962-1963 and
1963-1964 USGS traverses in the Heritage and
Sentinel ranges into the doppler system. Airplane
mechanical problems and extremely abnormal
communications forced a curtailment of flights
from Siple. However, the doppler station estab-
lished at Siple during the 1974-1975 season was
reobserved before the party returned to Adelaide
on 12 February.

Between 3 February and 1 March, operating
from Adelaide in short field trips by Twin Otter
and on one occasion by helicopter from HMS En-
durance, the team occupied eight more stations.
On 4 March transport shifted to the sea with k/V
Hero supplying transport to two stations; three
stations were occupied from RRS Bransfield during
the return northward to Punta Arenas, Chile. The
last geoceiver station was occupied on 26 March,
and the team reached Chile on 1 April.

The combination of Twin Otter airplane and
geoceiver proved to be ideal as 31 doppler stations
were occupied at 28 remotely scattered locations
ranging from Seymour Island in the north Ant-
arctic Peninsula southward to the Heritage Range
of the Ellsworth Mountains. This was an outstand-
ing achievement of international cooperation. Over
the past few years the geoceiver has proved itself
an essential polar surveying instrument; however,
when the technology is coupled with such a highly
mobile transportation system as the Twin Otter,
it becomes a most cost-effective surveying system.

Austral winter 1975 assignments continued at
South Pole and Casey stations. Doppler experi-
ments at the South Pole were conducted in sup-
port of ice movement, scintillation, and polar
motion studies and at Casey in support of the Inter-
national Antarctic Glaciological Project.

Andrew Hinely and William Graser are spending
the 1976 winter at South Pole Station. Their as-
signment began on 21 November, when they re-
placed Ralph Boschert and Jon Sorensen.

According to the data acquired by Messrs.
Boschert and Sorensen during 1975, the true
geographic South Pole is about 530 meters from
the present geoceiver antenna position, which is
located near the geodesic dome of South Pole Sta-
tion. Ice movement appears to be about 10 meters
per year along the 43°W. meridian. Using these
data, Messrs. Boschert and Sorensen, along with
an assistant, Keith Belt, U.S. Navy, may be the first
to know that they really set foot at the true geo-
graphic South Pole. They were instructed before
leaving Reston to run a site survey with a T2 theo-
dolite to stake out the location of the true geo-
graphic South Pole (TG5P). Working from the
geoceiver antenna site and its latest computed
position, they observed the sun for azimuth. Since
the geoceiver antenna and TGSP sites are not inter-
visable, the men had to establish intermediate sta-
tions and to compute and chain the distance to the
TGSP. To verify the TGSP position, they established
a remote tent camp and sledged the geoceiver, a
portable generator, and other equipment to it. With
temperatures around —37'C, the geoceiver was set
up and monitored for 3 days to obtain data from
37 consecutive passes of primary navigational satel-
lites. The resulting data, transmitted for reduction
to the United States, shows that their stake is within
10 meters of 90°S. A further refinement of the TGSP
position will be attempted when the sun rises next
austral summer.

Richard J. Neff completed his winter assignment
with the Australians at Casey Station on 26 January
1976. While at Casey, he spent about 6 months on
the plateau operating the geoceiver on three tra-
verses (autumn, midwinter, and spring) in which he
reoccupied 15 ice stations established during the
1973 and 1974 traverses by Robert Wilson and
David Schneider. In addition to his primary duties,
Mr. Neff participated in normal camp duties, in
two manhauling traverses lasting several weeks,
and in taking aerial photographs at Casey and
Macquarie Island. This was the final year of USGS
participation in the International Antarctic Glacio-
logical Project. All data have been reduced, and
the geographic positions have been transmitted by
teletype to Casey Station as well as to the director
of the Australian National Antarctic Research Ex-
pedition.

This research is supported by National Science
Foundation interagency agreement Opp 68-00484.
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